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Abstract— Steady state power system insecurity such as 

transmission lines being overloaded causes transmission 

elements cascade outages which may lead to complete 

blackout. The power system operator must know the system 

state at any instant. The contingency analysis predicts which 

contingencies make system violations and rank the 

contingencies based on sensitivity. Active power, reactive 

power and maximum loadability index have been derived. 

For all contingencies performance indexes have been 

computed using Newton Raphson power flow method in 

MATLAB environment. Ranking is done on the basis of 

sensitivity approach. Sensitivity is the change in load bus 

voltage w.r.t. change in load. In this paper contingency 

screening & ranking with voltage stability consideration is 

performed on IEEE 5 bus system using developed 

methodology. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Voltage stability has become one of the most important and 

urgent problems in modern bulk power supply system’s due 

to the significant number of serious failures believed to have 

been caused by this phenomenon. For many utilities, 

planning and operating studies indicate that voltage stability 

is a limiting operating criterion. It is therefore necessary to 

develop Voltage Stability Assessment (VSA) tools in 

today's Energy Management Systems for on-line power 

system voltage stability analysis[1-2]. On-line voltage 

stability assessment consists of the following steps: 

1) Operating point stability assessment 

2) Contingency selection 

3) Contingency screening and ranking 

4) Contingency evaluation 

5) Development of Corrective /Preventive strategies 

Real time Database 

 
Fig. 1: Overview of the Voltage Stability Assessment 

Environment 

Figure 1 gives an overview of these steps and sets 

them in an overall application context. The VSA 

environment receives its input from a real time database. 

This input consists of the current state of the power system 

as determined by a state estimator. It can be seen that the 

first task within the VSA environment is the assessment of 

the security of the current operating point from the voltage 

stability point of view. This can be accomplished with tools 

ranging from simple sensitivity analysis to complete 

eigensystem determination. This assessment permits the 

identification of whether the operating point is secure or not. 

Depending on this outcome, analysis should proceed with 

the determination of an appropriate corrective strategy, in 

the insecure case, or to the study mode, in the secure case. 

The objective of the study mode is to determine, from a 

large set of potential contingencies, those that may lead to 

voltage stability problems. The first step of the study mode 

consists of the selection of the contingencies to be analyzed. 

A contingency is defined in terms of the critical buses 

(points) where analysis is applied, together with the zones or 

areas where load changes are expected, plus the definition of 

applicable equipment outages. The large list of selected 

contingencies is then screened and ranked using fast ranking 

algorithms[2-4]. Finally, contingencies flagged as 

potentially harmful during the screening and ranking phases 

are studied in detail using tools such as Newton Raphson 

Power Flow (NR). The output of this process are limits to 

collapse in terms of MVA or MW load changes at selected 

buses, changes in interface flows, etc. In addition, as seen in 

Figure 1, for those contingencies deemed to be harmful, 

preventive and corrective strategies may be developed in 

terms of control actions to be executed in either a pre-

contingency, or post-contingency mode. 

II. METHODS OF CONTINGENCY SCREENING AND RANKING 

Contingency screening and ranking is one of the most 

important components of VSA. The purpose of contingency 

screening and ranking is to determine which contingencies 

may cause power system limit violations and/or system 

instability according to voltage stability criteria. The margin 

between the voltage collapse point and the current operating 

point is used as the voltage stability criterion. A margin to 

voltage collapse is defined as the largest load change that 

the power system may sustain at a bus or collection of buses 

from a well defined operating point. The margin may be 

measured in MVA, MW,or MVAr . CA is used as a study 

tool for the off-line analysis of contingency events, and as 

an on-line tool to show operators what would be the effects 

of future outages. 

 Security is determined by the ability of the system 

to withstand equipment failure. 

 Weak elements are those that present overloads in 

the contingency conditions (congestion). 
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 Standard approach is to perform a single (N-1) 

contingency analysis simulation. 

 A ranking method will be demonstrated to 

prioritize transmission planning . 

 CA is therefore a primary tool used for preparation 

of the annual maintenance plan          and the 

corresponding outage schedule for the power 

system 

III. CONTINGENCY RANKING APPROACH 

The Contingency analysis with the use of AC power flow 

gives the advantage that it provides power flows in terms of 

MW, MVAR and bus voltage magnitudes. Using the AC 

power flow method we can get transmission line overloads 

and accurate voltage limit violations. In the literature 

various Performance Index has been described .Some of 

them are discussed here: 

1) Active power Performance Index (   ) 

2) Reactive power Performance Index (   ) 

3) Maximum loadability index (Smax) 

PIp reflects the violation of line active power flow 

and is given by 

    ∑  
  

  
    

   
                          (1)       

where, Pi= Active Power flow in line i, Pi
max 

= 

Maximum active power flow in line i, n is the specified 

exponent,  L is the total number of transmission lines in the 

system 

If n is a large number, the PI will be a small 

number if all flows are within limit, and it will be large if 

one or more lines are overloaded. Here the value of n has 

been kept unity. The value of maximum power flow in each 

line is calculated using the formula 

  
     

     

 
                                   (2) 

Where, 

Vi= Voltage at bus i obtained from N-R method solution 

Vj= Voltage at bus j obtained from N-R method solution 

X = Reactance of the line connecting bus   i and bus j 

Another performance index parameter which is used is 

reactive power performance index corresponding to bus 

voltage magnitude violations. It mathematically given by eq. 

3 

    = ∑ [
           

           
]
 

   
                                (3) 

where,   = Voltage of bus i  

      and        are maximum and minimum 

voltage limits        is average of       and            is 

total number of load buses in the system.In the present work, 

we are  considering only reactive power Performance Index  

(   ) and another Important Performance Index is 

Maximum loadability index  (    ) in per unit for a 

particular line outage. These performance index are 

computed using power flow (N-R) method[5-6] .  In 

contingency ranking, outages of each line has been 

considered. Maximum loading limit (pu) is  considered for 

ranking the severity of a particular contingency. 

Contingencies are arranged according to the  maximum load 

ability  limit (    )  of system i.e. for a particular 

contingency system’s loadabilty limit is maximum then it is 

least severe contingency .Conversely for system’s  

loadability limit is minimum  then it is most severe 

contingency . Some critical contingencies  of higher rank are 

considered for detailed analysis[7]. Using load flow analysis 

weak buses are identified in the system. These weak buses 

are also ranked in the order of severity. After that Pre-

contingency state and Post-contingency state bus voltages  

are compared for all selected contingencies. 

IV. NEWTON RAPHSON LOAD FLOW METHOD 

The Newton-Raphson method is the most preferred for load 

flow solutions because of its various advantages[8]. It has 

potent convergence characteristics compared to other 

alternative processes and has low computation.. The NR 

approach is useful for large networks as because computer 

storage requirements are judicious and increases with size of 

problem almost linearly. There is no requirement of 

determining acceleration factors, and iteration does not get 

affected by the choice of slack bus, and network 

modifications require quite less computational effort. 

The power flow equation is formulated the polar 

form for the bus admittance matrix Y as: 

   ∑    
 
                                (4) 

Expressing it in form of polar: 

    ∑ |   |
 
    |  |             (5) 

The current is expressed in tems of active and 

reactive power at bus I as: 

   
         

  
                          (6) 

Substituting for      from equation (2.3) in equation 

(2.2), we get: 

           =|  |     ∑ |   |
 
   |  |           (7) 

Separating the real and imaginary part of power: 

     =  ∑ |   |
 
   |  | |  | cos(      +  )  (8) 

     =  ∑ |   |
 
   |  | |  | sin(      +  )         (9) 

Expanding the equation (2.5) and (2.6) in Taylor’s 

series about the initial estimate and neglecting the higher 

order terms, we get: 
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The Jacobian matrix gives the linearized 

relationship between small changes in    
   

 and Voltage 

magnitude  |  
   

| with small changes in real and reactive 

power     
   

 and     
   

 

[
  
  

]  [
    
    

] [
  
 | |

]                       (11) 

The diagonal and off diagonal elements of     are  
   

   
   ∑ |  |    |  | |   | sin(      +  )          (12) 

   

   
     |  | |  | |   | sin(      +  )    for  j≠i        (13) 

Similarly we can find the diagonal and off diagonal 

elements for,     ,   and   .The term     
   

 and     
   

 are 
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the difference between the scheduled and calculated values 

which are known as power residuals, and is given by : 

   
   

 =    
       

   
          (14) 

   
   

 =    
       

   
           (15) 

Using the values of power residuals and Jacobian 

matrix,   
   

 and |  
   

| are calculated from the equation (10) 

to complete particular iteration and the new values 

calculated as shown below are used for next iteration [2]. 

The new estimates for bus voltage  

  
     

 =    
   

     
   

                (16) 

|  
     | = |  

   
|    |  

   
|           (17) 

Using these, the new values of active and reactive 

power are being found using   equations 

8 and 9, simultaneously the new values of the 

elements of Jacobian matrix are being obtained using 

equations 12 and 13 and again the new values of phase 

angles and bus voltages are obtained and the process is 

continued until the residuals    
   

 and    
   

 are less than 

the specified  accuracy ,i.e. 

|   
   

|                                                        (18) 

|   
   

|                                                    (19) 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The main aim is to detect weak elements in the system using 

contingency analysis. Ranking is done on the basis of 

sensitivity approach. Sensitivity is the change in load bus 

voltage w.r.t. change in load .The computation of Maximum 

Loadability limit (pu) is based on the load flow analysis. 

The study has been carried out on IEEE 5 bus system. 

Seria

l no. 

Line 

Outage 

Performance 

Index (PIv) 

Max. loading 

limit (p.u.) 

Ra

nk 

1 L2-5 1.9444 0.93 1 

2 L3-4 1.8456 1.89 2 

3 L4-5 1.0362 2.06 3 

4 L1-2 0.6362 2.2 4 

5 L1-3 1.0726 2.7 5 

6 L2-3 1.0531 2.7 5 

7 L2-4 1.1444 2.7 5 

Table 1: Contingency Ranking For all Transmission Line 

Outages 

 
Fig. 2: Contingency Ranking for 5 Bus System 

A. Transmission Line outage L2-5 

Weak elements i.e. bus voltages, line flows are detected for 

most severe line outage L2-5. Weak elements has been 

arranged in the order of severity.  Pre-contingency state is 

compared with Post-contingency state for this particular line 

outage. 

 
Fig. 3: Bus Voltage Ranking for 5 Bus System 

 
Table 2: Weak Buses Detection in the System for Line 

Outage L2-5 

Pre-contingency state post-contingency state 

Bus Voltage Angle Voltage Angle 

No. Mag. Degree 
Mag. Degree 

  

1 1.06 0 1.06 0 

2 1.045 -1.506 1.045 -1.322 

3 1.03 -2.261 1 -3.496 

4 1.02 -2.813 0.977 -4.415 

5 0.994 -3.924 0.807 -12.099 

Table 3: Comparison of Bus Voltage for Line Outage L2-5 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

Contingencies are ranked in the order of their severity based 

on performance index  Smax for IEEE 5 bus system. Critical 

contingencies such as line outage  L2-5 in 5 bus system is 

most sensitive among all the line, so considered for the 

further analysis .For this transmission line outage system 

maximum loadability limit Smax is 0.93 (pu) Bus no. 5 

having 0.807 volt (pu) is identified as weakest bus in the 

system for this line outage . Pre-contingencies & Post-

contingencies state is also compared. 
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